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I’m sure you’ve been enjoying, as much as we have, the 

barrage of ‘facts’, ‘data’, and ‘statistics’ and the interpretations 

thereof in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic.  I have my 

predilections and political leanings as much as the next person, 

but one thing we can all agree on: The data is as clear as 

crystal…quartz crystal. Or, that’s my interpretation anyway. 

With the proliferation of news and updates and editorialized 

‘truth’, a straight narrative seems as if it’s never been further 

beyond our reach. I’ve literally watched two experts look at the 

same statistics and come to entirely contradictory conclusions. 

In such an informational milieu we change the way that we perceive facts. We start asking about the 

person presenting the facts rather than the facts themselves. We want to know what ideologies thy 

represent and who they are working for. And just like that, if we weren’t already, we all became 

postmodern. 

  

The moorings of modernism have been decisively unloosed. Or 

more accurately, they were loosed decades ago and the ship 

has now definitively disappeared over the horizon, dispelling 

any notions or rumors that the anchorages still held below the 

depths. In an effort to deny post-modernism’s sway, my 

disillusioned modernist friends double their bets by binding 

themselves to the sources of facts which they agree with, 

further ensconcing their own predispositions whichever way 

they may lean. They retreat to their tribes. 

In the absence of access to unbiased data, compounded by the propagation of all other interpretations of 

data as ‘fake news’, the only safe spaces are those which are insulated by those who agree with me. The 

only purchase I find is as a member of a group that share the same perspective. This problematic 

proliferation of information, rather than making us more informed, open to new insights, and better 

discerning, has made us rigid, even religious.       

  

 

 



While I do admittedly find some of the politicking and explosive 

headlines an amusement on some level, my greater interest if 

you hadn’t gauged it, is in the epistemology(def. the study of the 

nature and scope of knowledge and justified belief) of it all. 

Perhaps more specifically, I want to understand how it relates to 

the proclamation of the gospel. These are precarious times for 

proclamations of truth. 

In a world where my true words don’t matter, but rather your confidence in me as a source of true words 

does, how does this affect my most important role on earth, an ambassador of the gospel of Christ? In 

short: If truth can only be received from sources we trust, what must I/we do to be considered trustworthy? 

This might be an uncomfortable question because the answers are likely uncomfortable as well. 

I have a friend. We’ll call him J.  J leans way further to the left than I could ever be comfortable with. He’s 

been deeply wounded by church and Christians and sees most of Christianity as hypocritical and bigoted 

and has few reservations about saying so.  J has unexpectedly called me a couple times over the past 

several years. Our lives have diverged onto very different paths, and we don’t have a lot of common 

ground to meet on. But he called, and we talked about spiritual things, about the most important things. J 

is hurting. J is trying to heal. J is lost. If I want to be anything in J’s life, I want to be a beacon, pointing him 

toward Christ. I want to be counted trustworthy. 

  

Ironically, in this postmodern world where words lose their meaning and cannot in themselves be 

considered vehicles of truth, words are more important than they have ever been. In an age where 

everything is recorded and preserved, for good or ill, words carry more weight and consequence than 

perhaps ever in history before. Our words are the first window through which our light is shone. 

Conversely, there has likely never been such an oversaturation of idle, frivolous, and  superfluous speech 

either.  Words are a cheap currency contrasted against charity, service, and sacrifice. The postmodern 

person has a dog’s nose for hypocrisy and it is critical that we not only be hearers of the Word, but doers 

of it. I discerned in my conversations with J, that this is precisely why he called me rather than a dozen 

other church members from his past. I had moved across the globe to pursue obedience to my conviction, 

and therefore he had greater confidence that I would speak truly. 

 



These are complex times, but what a joy it is to see the simplicity and power of the gospel! Hear the Word, 

proclaim the Word, go and do the Word. These fundamentals have not and will not change. How we each 

apply them will vary. 

I think about J often. Probably every day, or at least everyday I peruse Facebook. I’m often tempted to 

post something there about this issue or that. Then I consider J, and I remember what matters. A far 

greater tragedy than my lack of self-expression would be his damnation. While I don’t bare the 

responsibility of his salvation, I certainly wouldn’t want to place one more obstacle in his way, or diminish 

my rapport with him. It doesn’t mean I can’t say what I think, but it is a good thing to pause and consider 

our words, if they are essential, if they are true, if they are representative of Christ.  
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